The 1769 Society is a community of generous alumni, parents, and friends who demonstrate the power of collective giving to make Dartmouth accessible for all students. 1769 Society members account for only **10 percent** of donors but provide **80 percent** of the DCF funds Dartmouth uses for its vital financial aid program.

Your leadership giving—and membership in the 1769 Society—make a real and immediate impact on Dartmouth, keeping our community vibrant, diverse, and thriving.

**Members join with a gift of $2,500 or more annually**

**Young alumni may join at these levels:**

- Class of 2023: $100
- Classes of 2017, 2018, 2019: $500
- Class of 2015, 2016: $1,000

**Three Ways to Reach the 1769 Society Level**

- Dartmouth couples may combine gifts.
- Add your employer’s match to your gift total.
- Make a recurring gift.

**For benefits and latest event schedule visit dartgo.org/1769society**

“*We need to ensure that Dartmouth students from all backgrounds continue to have access to one of the best liberal arts educations in the world. Through diverse perspectives and experiences, students are challenged to grow in their understanding, empathy, and leadership.*”

—Stephen McKenna ’91, Chair, Dartmouth College Fund Committee

Make your Dartmouth College Fund gift today.
Give online: dartgo.org/1769society
Phone: 603-646-3621